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Following in the footsteps of Great Hymns, More Great Hymns features 13 songs of worship from

around the world, delightfully arranged in fresh settings by some of the foremost arrangers in the

instrumental field. The accompaniment CD (included in the solo book) provides a demonstration

performance of each solo. It also allows the soloist to practice or perform with the CD when an

accompanist is not available. Includes: How Firm a Foundation, Amazing Grace, Softly and

Tenderly, O For a Thousand Tongues to Sing, Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring, Holy God We Praise Thy

Name, Easter Glory, Holy, Holy, Holy, Lead On, O King Eternal and My Faith Looks up to Thee.
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Founded in 1947, Hal Leonard Corporation has become the worlds largest print music publisher,

representing some of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time. We are proud to publish titles

of interest to all musicians as well as music lovers, from songbooks and instructional titles to artist

biographies and instrument price guides to books about the music industry and all the performing

arts.

The arrangements are beautiful. There are some cases in which the actual hymn gets a little lost in

the music with a contemporary style that takes away from that good ol' fashion hymn. There is a

level of difficulty that I appreciate rather than the standard quarter/half notes for the melody. If the

written music is too difficult and you are mildly creative, you can always "dumb it down" a bit. Great



selection.

Not at all. I ordered 2 books. I needed a b-flat trumpet part with keyboard printed part. One book

had a C-trumpet part and the other had only a CD and no printed keyboard part. So I was very

disappointed. Sent them both back. From now on, I'll have to go to a brick & mortar store, so I can

see what I'm buying, as the description is not always done very well on the internet.

This book is OK. The arrangements have such a modern slant that they will probably sound a bit too

contemporary in a very traditional church service. The purchase is worth it simply for the additional

exposure to other possible arrangements of these hymns. However, if you're searching for the more

traditional, this book is not for you.

My cover didn't look like this so I'm not sure if this was the one I purchased. My cover was the same

as the piano accompaniment cover, and I fell in love with the CD- pipe organ amazing. Trumpet

arrangements also lovely- some challenging, so will be able to work on them for a while. Thank you.

If you have Great Hymns, then you will love this. I believe it is better than the first one.

Good Collections for junior high or older players.

Excellent arrangements for the advanced high school / college player. A few songs provide

opportunity to also use flugle (Softley and Tenderly) and picc (Lead On, O King Eternal), a very rare

opportunity in today's sacred trumpet music. Add an organist to the piano accompaniment to make

a huge difference in the total sound of the piece. And Phil Smith on the included CD provides an

excellent example of what the pieces are SUPPOSED to sound like when we play them!

These are excellent hymn arrangements for trumpet. They are creative and playable while not being

showy, making them very useful for church. This second book is much better than the first volume

("Great Hymns"). However, the fantastic playing by Phil Smith on the accompanying CDs of both

volumes makes them worth it even if you never play the arrangements yourself.
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